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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel framework for analyzing the formation and effects of
strategies in environmental governance. It combines elements of management
studies, strategy as practice thinking, social systems theory and evolutionary
governance theory. It starts from the notion that governance and its constitutive
elements are constantly evolving and that the formation of strategies and the effect
strategies produce should be understood as elements of these ongoing dynamics.
Strategy is analyzed in its institutional and narrative dimensions. The concept of
reality effects is introduced to grasp the various ways in which discursive and
material changes can be linked to strategy and to show that the identification of
strategies can result from prior intention as well as a posteriori ascription. The
observation of reality effects can enhance reality effects, and so does the
observation of strategy. Different modes and levels of observation bring in different
strategic potentialities: observation of self, of the governance context, and of the
external environment. The paper synthesizes these ideas into a framework that
conceptualizes strategies as productive fictions that require constant adaptation.
They never entirely work out as expected or hoped for, yet these productive
fictions are necessary and effective parts of planning and steering efforts.
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Introduction

Environmental policy and planning strive to make a difference in the world. No environmental governance,
policy and planning without ambition. Strategy, as a vision for a desirable future, coupled to an idea of how
to get there, is one of the crucial ways actors attempt to make a difference. Although strategy has never
been absent from governance, policy and planning, it has lost some of its public and academic popularity. It
has been critiqued as shallow managerial wisdom, for its military connotations and association with naïve
modernist ideas of steering and control. Yet, what made modernist governance attractive in the first place
still holds attraction to politics and administration: the promise of steering, of comprehensive planning, rational
knowledge integration, and, ultimately, of grand strategy (Eriksson & Lehtimäki, 2001; Hillier, 2002; Scott,
1998). Actors in and beyond governance never stopped strategizing and with the discussions on climate
change and more recently the global Covid19 pandemic, media report on a daily basis about governments, com-
munities, and companies strategizing for the years to come.

In 20 years of JEPP, various contributors have insightfully dealt with strategies towards X or Y, in policy
domain A or B (Grunwald, 2007; Hertin & Berkhout, 2003; Lindseth, 2005; Voss et al., 2007). What received
much less attention was the concept of strategy itself. In this paper we aim to rethink the concept of strategy and
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explore its possibilities and limitations in environmental governance by focusing on the role of strategy in the
context of governance and its reality effects. We believe it is worthwhile to rethink the concept of strategy in
environmental policy and planning and more broadly within the context of governance for a number of
reasons. First of all it is often taken for granted in planning and governance literatures without further interrog-
ation or conceptual development. Second, in recent years the concept has received considerable attention in
neighboring disciplines and literatures such as the strategy- as-practice literature (Golsorkhi et al., 2010; Jarzab-
kowski, 2004; Whittington, 1996), critical management studies (Alvesson et al., 2009; Tadajewski et al., 2011),
interpretive policy analysis (Bevir & Rhodes, 2015; Yanow, 2014), systems theory (Luhmann, 1989, 1990, 1995;
Seidl, 2016). The insights gained there can enrich the understanding of strategy in environmental governance
and planning. Third, a foregrounding of strategy can clarify possibilities and limits to managing the environ-
ment through policy and planning. It can add a more dialectical dimension to the literature on adaptive and
reflexive governance (Feindt & Weiland, 2018; Hendriks & Grin, 2007; Torgerson, 2018; Voss et al., 2007),
by addressing not just how strategies are formulated and put to work, but also how the identification, obser-
vation and labeling of something as a strategy or as effect of a strategy feed back into governance, triggering
new strategies and affecting existing ones. Understanding strategy does not directly solve environmental pro-
blems but offers insight into the available tools towards solutions of governance problems in general, which can
thus unlock new solutions, by removing erroneous assumptions and possibly distorted expectations for existing
strategies (cf. De Roo, 2010; Gunder & Hillier, 2009; Van Assche et al., 2014; Walker & Shove, 2007).

In environmental policy and planning, a variety of knowledges, institutions, issues, actors and feedback
loops in and between the social and the ecological side of social-ecological systems comes into play (Bodin,
2017; Van Assche, Verschraegen, Valentinov, et al., 2019). Usually, a variety of governmental actors is involved,
but governance perspectives acknowledge the importance of other actors, including NGOs, community organ-
izations, interest groups, and private companies (Bryson et al., 2018). Environmental policy and planning are
forms of governance, embedded in broader governance configurations, where actors make collectively binding
decisions in the pursuit of public goods. Strategy in governance requires investigation, before addressing the
domain of environmental governance more specifically. Governance changes continuously, partly as a result
of strategies, but also under influence of other actions and events (Duit & Galaz, 2008; Pierson, 2000).

In our conceptualization of strategy in governance, both the formation of strategy and the effects matter. We
first look at the strategy concept itself. We pay attention to what is understood and recognizable as strategy and
outline two main dimensions of governance strategy: narrative and institution. After which we elaborate the
concept of reality effects of strategy and argue for an emphasis on observation in the analysis and making of
strategy. In the investigation of reality effects, we highlight strategy as productive fiction, in other words, as
always-impossible yet entirely necessary, enabling governance to look forwards. We conclude with an acknowl-
edgement of the limitations of both strategy and governance and thus of environmental policy and planning but
offer the concepts of intermediate strategy and transitional governance as part of a strategic repertoire for situ-
ations where articulation of substantive and long-term strategy might not be possible (yet).

Strategy and governance

Lawrence Freedman, in his book Strategy: A history, mentions that there is no agreed-upon definition of strat-
egy that describes the field and limits its boundaries. Common contemporary definitions describe it as being
about maintaining a balance between ends, ways, and means; about identifying objectives; and about the
resources and methods available for meeting such objectives. This balance requires not only finding out how
to achieve desired ends but also adjusting ends so that realistic ways can be found to meet them by available
means (Freedman, 2015).

For us, strategy is a vision for a desirable longer-term future, coupled to an idea of how to get there. It is thus
distinct from dream, fantasy, or projection (Gunder & Hillier, 2009). In this definition it is also distinct from
tactics, based on the time dimension: tactics focus on short-term and on direct action.

If we start with this elementary notion, we can see that strategy is everywhere in governance. People stra-
tegize, organizations and communities strategize, as philosophers going back to Plato and Aristotle already
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acknowledged (Aristotle, 2015; Bloom & Kirsch, 2016). In early modern times, the political philosophy of Nic-
colo Machiavelli testifies to the entwining of individual, group, and communal strategies Machiavelli (2009
[1517]). Individuals strive to get somewhere, in factions, which similarly strategize, as part of cities and states,
with an emergent agency allowing them to strategize as collectives (Höglund & Svärdsten, 2018; Kornberger &
Engberg-Pedersen, 2019). For the classics, it was already apparent that strategy is inherently implicated in
power relations, as it often envisions a change of power relations, and entails the use of power, either through
coercion, persuasion, or the reshaping of perceptions, either openly or in the shade (Flyvbjerg, 1998; Vasquez,
1998). It was clear that strategy is a necessity for coordination of larger collectives towards collective goods, or to
fence off looming threats (Kagan, 2006; Van Assche et al., 2016).

In more recent times, the shifting roles of public and private actors in governance and the introduction of
new policy instruments have fueled a still growing and renewed attention for so -called governance strategies
(Biermann et al., 2017; Grotenbreg & Van Buuren, 2017; Imperial, 2005; Pierre, 2000). Governance strategies
are regularly discussed as alternatives to what is labeled as more traditional forms of policy, such as regulation
or financial incentives. Examples include collaborative strategies or networking strategies (Ansell & Gash, 2017;
Scott & Thomas, 2017). These governance strategies are often presented as more effective or legitimate and they
are seen as part of a broader normative agenda of governance reform in which the role of government is
decreased in favor of markets and civil society (Barnes et al., 2007; Bell & Hindmoor, 2009; Bevir & Rhodes,
2016). We would argue however that this terminology is rather misleading and springs from the supposed dis-
covery of governance (versus government), a discovery of something that then supposedly could be applied.

Yet ‘governance’ has always been there. A period of a central and completely independent steering ‘govern-
ment’ never existed; we are rather dealing with continuously shifting governance configurations (Pierre &
Peters, 2019; Van Assche et al., 2014). Strategy was always involved in the crafting of governance configurations,
or institutional design (Cooke & Kothari, 2001; Machiavelli, 2009 [1517]). In other words, speaking of ‘govern-
ance strategies’ creates no understanding of the forms and roles of strategy in governance. We still need a sep-
arate consideration of ‘strategy’ and strategy in governance.

We take the position that each governance context, with its own particular evolution and pattern of actors
and institutions, is partly the product of strategy, and enables the practice of strategizing in a particular manner,
while it shapes the possible effects of strategy (cf. Alvesson & Ashcraft, 2009; Seidl, 2016). When speaking of
environmental governance, it is clear that systems are not necessarily adapted to their environment in the
sense that their policies take optimal care of that environment. What environmental policy and planning
can do, hinges on the overall configuration of governance and the particular entwining of social and ecological
systems (De Roo, 2017; Van Assche et al., 2014). The evolution of a particular governance context makes the
emergence of certain ideas, policies, actors and knowledges more likely, but the same evolution does not guar-
antee that what emerges will have positive environmental effects (Latour, 2004).

Thus, we can speak of the evolution of environmental governance within broader governance and can say
that these nested and co-evolving environments create spaces for particular modes and effects of strategizing,
while also creating environmental issues which require strategizing. Often, what emerges as a strategy has
different environmental effects from what was initially envisioned and might not achieve adequate coordination
given the conditions of the system. Systems do not naturally take care of their environment, nor do they have
perfect knowledge of it (Van Assche et al., 2017a). Attempts to strategically manage the environment encounter
those obstacles. Analyzing strategy in governance remains essential however in tracing the possibilities to relate
the system and its physical environment. In the next sections we map out this terrain.

Before deepening the analysis of strategy and strategy in governance, it is useful to remind ourselves that
strategizing never stops (Mintzberg, 1978). Which means that we can make a non-trivial distinction between
strategy as the plan or policy itself (e.g. Albrechts, 2004), strategy preceding the formation of the policy and strat-
egy afterwards, in the implementation process (e.g. Pressman &Wildavsky, 1984; Throgmorton, 1996). Further-
more, an environmental plan or policy can be part of a larger strategy, using other tools of governance, e.g.
taxation (e.g. Brindley et al., 2005; Forester, 1988). This renders visible a first set of roles of strategy in govern-
ance. A closer look at strategy itself will allow us to expand this set.
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Strategy: actions and intentions

Most work on strategy is found in the context of management and organization studies. Within these fields,
strategy has been defined and understood in many different ways (Neugebauer et al., 2016). Mintzberg
(1978) reflected on these different definitions and their relation and argued that although some definitions com-
pete, they can also complement each other. His main concern was with the relation between strategies as plan
and strategies as patterns (1978). Whereas the first perspective sees strategies as purposefully developed sets of
actions, the latter focuses on the emerging consistency in behavior that at some point could be labeled as strat-
egy. The difference between both perspectives lies in the relation between intentions and actions, whereby
intentions are rarely fully known. Actions can differ from intentions, communicated intentions can deviate
from actual intentions, and intentions can be identified after a certain pattern of actions emerges (Barbuto,
2016; Hax & Majluf, 1988).

This insight is compatible with social systems theory and organization theory influenced by it (Luhmann,
1995; Seidl, 2007; Suddaby et al., 2013). From that perspective, strategy is always a combination of real intention
(a priori) and ascription of intention (after the facts). The ascription of intention (‘this was our plan’) often
coincides with an ascription of success (Rap, 2006; Schoeneborn, 2011; Seidl, 2016). Systems theory thus com-
plicates the distinction made by Mintzberg between strategy as plan and emerging strategy, as both dimensions
are inextricably part of every set of actions that is considered to be a strategy. De facto, what proponents present
as the same thing (the strategy), is a continuous shifting between original intentions, adapted intentions, and
ascription of intention. What is recognized in hindsight (ascription) then possibly leads to new strategic epi-
sodes and can be a strategy in itself (see Figure 1).

Moving forward from mentioned system theorists, we distinguish between a discursive and institutional
dimension, both relevant for the analysis of strategy in governance (Van Assche, Gruezmacher, et al., 2020).
First of all, a strategy needs to include a narrative of a desirable yet achievable future, which is acceptable
for enough actors to coordinate and move forward (cf. Sandercock, 1998; Throgmorton, 1996; Yanow,
2014). Narratives about the future include ideas about the identity of involved actors and expectations about
their goals, actions and responses, because a strategy never exists without actors to support and enact it (For-
ester, 1988; Meppem, 2000). The link between actors, their identities and their strategies is complex and not
neutral (Gunder & Hillier, 2009; Mead, 1967; Pierre & Peters, 2005). An identity is a discursive image of
self, others and environment that can inform strategies, be part of a strategy, or be influenced by the strategy
(Bragd et al., 2008; Seidl, 2007; Seidl & Whittington, 2014).

Second, strategy in governance will depend and draw on existing institutions and it is likely to result in new
institutions at some point (Armitage & Plummer, 2010; Beunen et al., 2017; Healey, 2006). Institutions, as the
rules and norms that structure interactions, act as tools for coordination. Policies and plans can be considered
complex and composite institutions (Van Assche, Gruezmacher, et al., 2020). Existing institutions create and
restrict options for strategy development and they can be tools for its realization (Beunen & Patterson, 2019;
Sehring, 2009; Van Assche et al., 2014). Most succinctly, one can state that a strategy needs to function as insti-
tution to function as strategy in governance, and that, in all but the most elementary cases, it will include and
coordinate other institutions.

Figure 1. An example of a strategy path. An original intention produces a strategy (So), which eventually requires adaptation (Sa). This adaptation
partly misses the mark, yet in the new, unexpected, situation, the past is reinterpreted and strategy is ascripted to it in hindsight (Sas). In this
example, no new strategic episode occurs afterwards. In other cases, the ascription can engender a new strategic episode.
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Once a strategy becomes institutionalized, it can become a coordinative tool with a distinct identity and
functioning ascribed to the strategy itself, not only the institutions contained. Just as the strategy ideally inte-
grates and coordinates narratives to the extent that it embodies a new narrative, recognizable as a unity, it coor-
dinates institutions and will function better if it is perceived (and acted upon) as an institution itself (Seidl,
2007), See Figure 2.

Reality effects of strategy in and through governance

Governance is by definition a place where diverging and competing interests and interpretations can lead to a mul-
titude of co-existing (latent) strategies, but also to ideas not articulated yet into strategy (Peters & Pierre, 1998; cf.
Duit&Galaz, 2008). Strategy formation ingovernance thus includesdealingwithmultiple actors,withnon-strategic
interpretations, andwith already articulated strategies of others. Being surrounded by other actorsmeans being sur-
rounded not only by other intentions and strategies, but also by other observations and interpretations of self and
environment, of past, present and future (Barnes et al., 2007; Fischer, 1993; Luhmann, 1990).

When this partly strategic interplay between actors does lead to a shared strategy, to a new plan or policy, the
expected effects as expressed in these plans and policies are often overestimated, both by those that develop and
present the strategy as well as by a wider audience to which the strategy is presented (McCann, 2001). Complex-
ity theory (Chettiparamb, 2006; De Roo, 2010, 2017), the early theorists of implementation (Pressman &Wild-
avsky, 1984), and the Mertonian school in early sociology (Sieber, 2013), together with most post- modern and
critical versions of public policy and administration (Fischer, 1993; Howarth, 2010; Miller & Fox, 2007), have
highlighted the multiplicity of reasons why emerging effects always deviate from expected or anticipated effects.
This literature points to the fact that strategies are enacted in a world that is by definition more complex than
the model presumed in the strategy. Part of the complexity is that other players anticipate each other’s strat-
egies, the direction of a collective strategy, and after enactment, do not stop strategizing (Etzkowitz et al.,
2005; Latour, 2004; Machiavelli, 2009 [1517]). In addition, certain effects might be attributed to strategies
only at a later moment in time. All this is a reason for rethinking the relation between strategy and effects.

Figure 2. Strategy is shaped by narratives held by actors (based on images of self, others and of environment) while strategy can also reshape
those narratives (2a). Figure 2(b–d) illustrate a possible path of strategizing. Actors (A) coordinate actions through institutions (I), as in 2b. A
strategy (S) can bring together the actors and their narratives, leading to a fading, a loss of function of the earlier institutions (2c). In 2d we
see the strategy (S) replacing these institutions, playing the role of main coordinating institution. In other cases, S can include and coordinate
existing institutions.
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We introduce the concept of reality effects, to refer to the different effects that can be linked to governance
strategies in as far as ‘reality’ is redefined (cf. Foucault, 2012). Some reality effects have a long lasting impact on
communication and action. These can be named structural reality effects. Structural reality effects are not space
and time (Weick, 2012). They constantly change in relation to other elements and they can vanish at some point
in the future. The concept of ‘reality effects’ is not in opposition to fiction or fantasy, but denotes the condition
in which some communications alter the world as we know it.

In conceptualizing reality effects, we make a basic distinction between material and discursive effects.
Material effects concern changes in the physical environment. Discursive effects refer to changing ways of
understanding stemming from the strategy – see Figure 3 (Dean, 2010; Luhmann, 1989). Concerning the
material effects one can add that these matter in governance as reality effects only after they are observed
and interpreted, and hence only if their meaning is constructed in social systems (see for a discussion on
the relation between discourse and materiality Duineveld et al., 2017).

The effect of strategies can be that people start to see the various elements of the world, e.g. objects and sub-
jects, in a different way (Throgmorton, 1996; Van Assche et al., 2017a). Behavioral change can be an indirect, a
second-order effect, and organizational or institutional change can be either a direct effect of strategy (Merkus
et al., 2019), or also a second-order effect, after ‘reality’ has been redefined by strategy (cf. Bragd et al., 2008;
Seidl & Whittington, 2014). The different types of reality effects can reinforce each other. Such reinforcement
can take place within one category of effect (e.g. one crumbling infrastructure enabling the erosion of other
materialities and their utility), and between categories (changing narratives in the community undermine com-
pliance with water policies, changing material effects). What is often described as performativity (Cabantous
et al., 2018; Van Assche, Beunen, & Duineveld 2012) focuses on those reality effects that are unintended,
that is, where the observer transforms itself accidentally to make the observed fit the intentions of the strategy.

Observation and productive fiction

Strategy is always rooted in observation. In the context of governance, observation is important for strategy in
several ways (Seidl & Becker, 2005). Strategy rests on observation and the quality of observation correlates with
more and more managed reality effects. Building on the insights articulated in the previous section, we can dis-
tinguish several forms of observation relevant for strategy:

. Observation of self (the strategizing actor) and community, aiming to strategize (Clegg et al., 2011; Seidl,
2007; Voss et al., 2006)

. Observation of governance in its current configuration and its path (Healey, 2006; Luhmann, 1989)

. Observation of strategies and reality effects in previous steps in the governance path (Vaara & Lamberg,
2016; Van Assche, Gruezmacher, et al., 2020).

. Observation of relations between governance and external environments, both material and social (Latour,
2004; Rasche & Seidl, 2017; Voss, 2005)

Figure 3. (3a) Reality effects of strategy (S) can alter the discursive environment of an actor (DE), as well as the material environment (ME). These
300 changes (3b) can cause the reality for the actor to be redefined (N1 to N2).
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In other words, observation in environmental governance remains important throughout. In strategy for-
mation, the quality of observation of the environment (monitoring of both social and ecological systems) is
obviously relevant. Observation of self, environment, and of the effects of self on environment (e.g. how strat-
egies affect the environment) can all combine to inspire better strategy.

Critical management studies (Alvesson et al., 2008; Czarniawska, 2014), systems theory (Luhmann, 1990;
Seidl & Becker, 2005) and psychoanalysis (Gunder & Hillier, 2009) emphasize the link between reflexivity
(self-understanding) and external efficiency and success. We add that careful observation of the previous
effects of governance on the environment, and previous effects of strategy, have to be included in the repertoire
of observations which can be cultivated towards better strategizing, for example to deal better with a particular
environmental problem (Van Assche, Gruezmacher, Beunen, et al., 2019). Observation of reality effects of strat-
egy links self-observation and external observation in governance.

Most environmental policy and governance literature is acutely aware of the need for environmental moni-
toring, and of the need to monitor effects of strategies on the environment (Grunwald, 2007; Meadowcroft &
Steurer, 2018). Yet rarely the argument is made for self-observation and for observation of reality effects of
strategy, which include discursive effects and the interplay between the discursive and the material. Evolution-
ary governance theory (EGT) can add a particular mode of self-observation in governance that can help to dis-
cern the formation of strategy and its evolving effects: governance path and context mapping (Van Assche et al.,
2014; Van Assche, Gruezmacher, Beunen, et al., 2019). Reconstructing the interplay between strategizing actors
and institutions, between power and knowledge, and mapping the rigidities in governance can focus self-obser-
vation in such a manner that the formation of particular strategies (and not others) and the creation of certain
effects (and not others) become more understandable (Van Assche et al., 2014b).

EGT (Van Assche et al., 2014) understands rigidities in governance evolution as dependencies, and besides
the more traditionally recognized path- and interdependencies (influences of the past and of others) highlights
goal dependencies (the broad spectrum of effects of goals on governance itself) and material dependencies (the
effects of the material environment, and its changes, on governance itself) (Van Assche, Hornidge, Schlüter,
et al., 2020). EGT therefore broadens the scope of observation and adds the effects of strategy and the environ-
ment on governance itself (besides the more usual observation of governance effects on the environment). Self-
observation becomes more complex and more important in this perspective. The EGT perspective can contrib-
ute to the further structuring and amplifying of observation, which can serve as input for more promising
strategies.

Observation structured in this manner can give a close approximation of the current power of policy and
planning to create reality effects, the power dynamics in governance and the effects of external environments
on governance (leading to new governance tools and their reality effects). Sharpening of observation is a first
strategic priority, to see how a new governance strategy might function as meta- strategy or coordination tool in
an environment swarming with other strategies. Analysis then informs strategy, without ever directly producing
it (cf. Golsorkhi et al., 2010; Seidl, 2016). The strategy will always have to result from choices, just as no decision
can be reduced to the information or arguments supporting it (Luhmann, 1995).

As more critical observers in policy, planning and administration have repeatedly pointed out (as cited
above), and also in line with the concept of goal dependencies in EGT, very few strategies (especially in the
form of ambitious policies and comprehensive plans) work out exactly as planned. Yet strategies can produce
effects in line with what is anticipated. The concept of productive fiction can enrich the understanding of those
types of effects. The concept is inspired by Lacanian theory (Gunder & Hillier, 2009; Stavrakakis, 2019; Žižek,
1989). Strategy as narrative imports the features of narrative that is always tinged with fiction, that entails nar-
rative choices and resonances with other narratives (Czarniawska, 2014). Stories explain reality, and they create
reality, both in the creation of current understandings, which would otherwise have been absent, and in the
persuasive character that makes people act towards a particular feature (Sandercock, 1998; Yanow, 2014). Strat-
egy as narrative is partly fictional for an additional reason: it purports to create a future, based on an under-
standing of possible futures that are by definition unknowable (Barry & Elmes, 1997; Fenton & Langley,
2011). The persuasive ambition of strategy needs fiction and it is exactly its fictional character that makes it
possible to coordinate action, to create beliefs, and so to bring reality closer to that fiction.
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The ‘production’ part of productive fiction refers to all effects of the strategy. Some conditions make it easier
for a particular narrative to inspire action and change reality. The narrative might end up in a discursive context
or configuration from which it derives plausibility. It might link to other narratives, borrow trusted metaphors,
rely on accepted assessments and problem definitions, lean on trusted expertise, embed itself in shared ideol-
ogies and link to identity narratives (Chettiparamb, 2006; Czarniawska, 1997; Van Assche et al., 2014). The
strategy’s narrative on past, present, on desirable and possible futures can become more persuasive if it fits
into such existing discursive configurations, or if it can harness existing opposition against certain narratives,
i.e. if it can gain traction through existing counter-narratives. Persuasion does not explain all, of course, and the
complex bureaucracies of modern times produce reality effects based on administrative routine just as much as
on the base of original intention by leadership (or community) and counter- strategy or obstruction at lower
levels (Luhmann, 1990; Seidl & Becker, 2005).

Dealing with uncertainty: adaptation, transition, intermediates

The careful observation argued for above, can harness resources for strategizing and it can help in optimizing
reality effects. Even under the best circumstances, the best crafted strategy cannot create a reality exactly as
promised. Even if the resulting reality looks like the original intention, the assessment can differ because of
intervening changes in governance and in the values and perspectives of the community at large (Van Assche
et al., 2012). Often, however, the situation in environmental governance is much tougher, as social-ecological
systems are at stake, with systems boundaries rendering observation difficult (De Roo, 2017; Van Assche, Vers-
chraegen, Valentinov, et al., 2019; Walker et al., 2006), with complex systems involved, with distant time hor-
izons, and partial understandings and competing discourses at play (Höglund & Svärdsten, 2018). Thus, even if
uncertainty is always part of the game, some situations are explicitly recognized and labeled as ‘uncertain’, while
other are not (e.g. Grunwald, 2007). Often the label ‘uncertainty’ is used when the perceived degree of uncer-
tainty throws sand in the machinery of governance (Renn et al., 2011; Stout, 2011). In those situations even
routine treatment of environmental issues becomes difficult and existing strategies are perceived as not working
anymore. Such situation can trigger a new effort at strategizing (perceived need to coordinate and think ahead),
and it can raise obstacles for it (Armitage & Plummer, 2010; Loorbach, 2007).

One way out is to make governance more adaptive. This suggestion has been made in the literature on resi-
lience and social-ecological systems and beyond (Folke et al., 2005). Governance can indeed be made more
aware of the vulnerability of its routines. It can be made more aware of itself and its environment (see
above). This does not mean there is a recipe for adaptive governance. The strategic implications can be diverse.
Adaptive governance can be an argument for less strategy (more immediate adaptation), for more strategy (ver-
sus reproduction of routines), and for adaptive strategy (Weick, 2012). Uncertainty, often caused by poorly
understood environmental change and impact, in our view necessitates sharper observation, rethinking coordi-
nation, continued efforts to grasp system dynamics and develop long term perspectives. Reflexivity and obser-
vation can enhance adaptive capacity, for reasons discussed in previous sections (cf. Voss et al., 2006). The
structured reflection outlined in EGT, through for example path and context mapping, can reveal existing rigid-
ities in governance evolution, and existing modes of self-transformation.

The medicine of adaptive governance comes with a warning, however. In a real sense, governance is always
adapted and adaptive (Duit et al., 2010) and the need to perform continuity is much more common than the
need to perform conscious adaptation (Barry & Elmes, 1997; Czarniawska, 2014). The appearance of continuity
is functionally necessary to continue coordination in most contexts – it is an aspect of and condition for the
productivity of the fiction (akin to what is called de-paradoxification with Luhmann, 1995). Working towards
adaptive governance, therefore, can better be understood as finding new adaptation mechanisms, combined
with insertion of new modes of observation.

In this interpretation, the search for a more or differently adaptive governance can be considered an inter-
mediate strategy. Intermediate strategies are those strategies that are aware of the need for other strategies and
of longer term approaches, but are addressing shorter time horizons and/or proximate issues (as opposed to
main issues) after careful analysis led to the conclusion that the issues cannot be addressed directly in the
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given situation. They might involve experiment (Lawrence, 2017). Intermediate strategy might also be linked to
a situation where analysis suggested that in the given governance configuration, no strategy is likely to come
with any real chance of success. In such situations, the conclusion might be to adopt an intermediate strategy
of capacity building, of adopting a temporary form of governance, we call transitional governance (Van Assche,
Gruezmacher, et al., 2020), which understands itself as temporary, as building a new platform from which, later,
more ambitious, long term strategies can be created and enacted. The argument for transitional governance can
be that the coordinative capacity and expertise are missing in the current governance configuration, to move in
a direction already envisioned. It can also be that from the given viewpoint, it is impossible to articulate the
substance of a strategy, a more desirable future and a way leading there. Transitional governance can entail
the stretching of autonomy, or the building of agency. The aim, then, is for governance to transform itself
in such a way that more future options become visible and become possible to act upon.

Conclusion

This paper investigated the potential and limitations of strategy in environmental governance. For that purpose,
we reconsidered the concept of strategy in the context of governance. We looked at both emergence and effects
of policies and plans (as forms of strategy) and how these are shaped by the context of governance. This map-
ping of the trajectory of strategizing and the mapping of strategy in layered contexts, was enabled by new insight
in strategy borrowed from and building on critical management studies, interpretive policy analysis (highlight-
ing the role of narrative and discourse), systems theory, and evolutionary governance theory (EGT). This broad
contextualization of strategy helped to analyze the structure and function of strategy. Structurally, we could
understand strategy as both narrative and a set of institutions. Functionally, we could enhance our understand-
ing through broadening the scope of effects of strategy, distinguishing reality effects from other effects, and
within reality effects between material and discursive effects. The other effects (institutional, behavioral)
could trigger reality effects as a second-order cause. From there, we exposed the utility of targeted observation
of governance paths in community context, to underpin analysis and strategizing. Strategy is rooted in obser-
vation, of self and environment. Within the realm of self- observation, we argued for a targeted observation of
strategy and self-transformation in governance. Mapping of governance paths is a useful frame for such obser-
vation to take place and to interpret what has been observed. Tracing reality effects of strategy is pushing obser-
vation to cross the boundary of inside and outside, of governance and its social-ecological environment.

To deepen the understanding of reality effects of strategy, we introduced and developed the notion of pro-
ductive fiction in the context of governance, emphasizing the diverse productivities of strategy and the double
need for fiction, stemming from the narrative nature of strategy and its dealings with always unknowable and
only partly manageable futures. Realizing a strategy is never fully possible. It has to be fiction because of the
internal complexity of governance and the complex relations with various environments (Miller, 1986). Yet
the fictitious aspect of governance strategy allows it to function and insight in the different aspects of strategy
as productive fiction helps to amplify and manage the reality effects of strategy. Strategy is always surrounded by
other strategies, by unstable forces, it is reinterpreted, reused and abused.

Understanding strategy in governance is disentangling how seeing, understanding and organizing shape
each other. Understanding strategy in environmental governance adds complexity. Besides the host of urgent
and complex environmental issues adding urgency and complexity, there is the importance of the ecological,
and in a broader sense, material environment for governance and strategy. Indeed, it becomes paramount to
trace the understandings of material environments within governance, entrenched concepts, discourses, narra-
tives on the environment, existing coordinative capacity to affect material environments, and the modes of self-
transformation, revealing how the previous features might be changed. Such environmental governance strat-
egy moreover has to take into account the mutual shaping of governance and environment: indeed, reality
effects include material effects, observed and unobserved within governance, but there are also the material
dependencies in governance evolution, the effects of human-made and natural materialities on governance.
Grasping this entanglement in a particular governance path can unveil limits and possibilities of steering, as
well as possible substance, or content, of a strategy.
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We presented finally the concepts of adaptation, intermediate strategy and transitional governance for situ-
ations when formulation or implementation of strategy is difficult, when it might be impossible to see a desir-
able future or when it is difficult to find a way to move in a desired direction. Uncertainty and adaptation might
always be there, but that does not detract from the reality of thresholds of complexity and rigidity which can
bring governance to a grinding halt or amplify its negative effects on the environment.

For future research in environmental governance, the perspective on strategy in governance presented here
can have several implications. First of all, it might be worthwhile to reinterpret existing studies on a particular
policy, or plan, through this lens. This can help to test and further develop the perspective. It could also
inspire research trying to discern how insights can be carried over between policy domains (water, land, for-
estry etc.) and between environmental issues (strategies for pollution, for climate change). Second, the pro-
posed location of strategy in a perspective linking seeing, understanding and organizing might be able to give
new impetus to a re-linking of existing approaches, including interpretive policy analysis and institutionalism.
In addition, the approach might embody a warning against formulaic solutions for environmental problems,
solutions championing one method of analysis, one discourse, one form of governance, one expert hierarchy,
or one mode of strategizing. If there are two things recent strategy research can tell us, it is precisely that
strategy is context- sensitive and that even if adapted to context, the results of strategizing are never entirely
predictable.
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